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Groups offer
rape seminars
starting today

Leftists may protest
Demonstrator denies
possession of key
Two leftist SJSU student
organizations have pledged to
demonstrate in front of SJSU
President John Bunzel’s office if
charges are brought against a
student suspected of possessing a
state key.
The announcement was
made at a press conference
called Friday by the Committee
to Fight the Bakke Decision
(CFBD).
The man suspected, Rick
Desimone, 25, a social science
major, has insisted he is innocent.
"If they (campus police)
press charges we will have a
picket line at Bunzel’s office,’
declared CFBD spokespersor
Sharon Yuki, 24, also a soda!
science major.
Yuki said the promised
the
includes
protest
Revolutionary Student Brigade.
The picket lines, if thrown,
will be posted "around noontime
when there are the most students
around" Morris Dailey
Auditorium, in which Bunzel’s
office is located, Yuki continued.
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Desimone said he has an
attorney, but would not say who
the attorney is. He also said he
"never saw a key and didn’t take
it out" of the door.
Two state University Police
officers approached Desimone
after a sit-in at Bunzel’s office
last Wednesday. Desimone said
the officers asked him if he had a
key, and he told them "no."
Desimone said the officers
did not search him for the key.
The Univesity Police were
sible _ charges
investiga
with the inCent ofseeking a
warrant from the Santa Clara
County District Attorney for
Desimone’s arrest last week.
University Police Chief
Earnest Quinton, when contacted
about the Desimone case, said he
would have no comments until
after the matter had gone to the
district attorney.
A police spokesperson said
Thursday that the Desimone case
has been assigned a low priority
and may not be sent to the district
attorney for several days.
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Rick Desimone carries a sign in the recent Bakke protest at
Tower Hall. Desimone has denied charges of haying a state key.

Shoplifting rate decreases

Wineroth’s philosophy appears
to work. University Police reports
only three arrests for shoplifting so
far this semester. That is down from
seven arrests at this time last year,
and 25 arrests two years ago.
The bookstore has reduced
temptation by having customers
check books and bags at the door,
having sales people visibly on the
floors, and using price tags that are

difficult to remove or change.
Larry James, technical services
officer for the University Police,
said he doesn’t know why shoplifting
is down.
"It’s a very good possiblility
that all the publicity they’ve
shoplifters) gotten in the last
couple of years is an indication to
would-be shoplifters that they will be
prosecuted," he said.
Shoplifters, once caught, are
indeed prosecuted. Wineroth said
the conviction average of those
charged is 97 percent.
The
university has never and will never
drop charges-once they are made, he
added.
Bookstore security must be very
careful about apprehending a person
for shoplifting, according to Chuck
Larson, bookstore security

A series of rape awareness seminars for students, faculty and staff
members will be presented this week and next week by the AS., the
Women’s Center and the San Jose Police Department.
A forum on rape prevention,
sponsored by the Women’s Center.
will be held from noon to 3 p.m
Wednesday in the S.U. Amphitheater. Vice Mayor Susanne
Wilson will be the guest speaker.
Starting
seminars will
50 classes by
the SJPD
Division.

today, in-classroom
be conducted in some
volunteers trained by
Crime Prevention

According to A.S. Treasurer
Maryanne Ryan, coordinator of the
program, these will inform students
a bourthe common sense things
they can do to protect themselves"
and will serve as lead-ins to the
more extedLive seminars.

Bookstore reduces temptation

By Rick Cotta
Spartan Bookstore no longer
puts priority on catching shoplifters,
according to manager Harry
Wineroth.
"We are not particularly interested in catching a lot of people
"We would
stealing," he said.
rather do everything we can to make
it easier for them (potential
shoplifters) to resist temptation."
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manager.
"We’ve never had a bad stop,"
Larson said.
"We try to be very sure of
ourselves before we stop a person,"
Wineoroth said.
Larson said that before a person
is stopped for shoplifting, he has to
actually be seen stealing an item
and attempting to leave the store
with it. Only then may bookstore
security personnel make an apprehension.
A false arrest or untrue charge
could result in a lawsuit against the
bookstore, Larson explained.
After a suspect has been
detained by bookstore security, the
University Police are called. James
said that, technically, the bookstore
personnel make citizen’s arrests.
determines
officer
"The
whether it was a valid arrest,"

James said, adding that arrests are
valid if a crime has been committed.
"Once caught, the shoplifter is
usually cited, must sign the "ticket"
promising he will appear in court,
and released on his own
recognizance," said James.
Sometimes, however, suspect
shoplifters are carted right off to
jail.
"If the subject has no identification or there are extenuating
circumstances, we will arrest him
and book him into jail," James said.
cir"extenuating
Such
cumstances" could be having a
warrant out for him or assaulting
security personnel trying to detain
him, James added.
"As close as we can figure out,
it’s between $20,000 and $25,000 a
year," he said.
(Continued on page 6)

These large seminars will be
presented by the Crime Prevention
Division from noon to 1 p.m.
Morris Dailey
Thursday in
Auditorium, 11 a.m. Oct. 25 in the
S.U. Ballroom and 7:30 p.m. Oct. 27,
also in the ballroom.
The sessions will focus on rape,
with an emphasis on protection,
psychological effects and court
decisions. Burglary prevention,
phone harassment and child
molestation will also be covered.
The officers will present a slide
show and answer questions.
According to Ryan, seminars
will also be held in the dormitories,
but dates haven’t been set yet.
"If, after two weeks, we still get
a good response to these
( seminars)," she added, "then
we’re going to keep them going.
"We want to present to as many
people as we can things they can do
to protect themselves, and places
and services available to them after
an attack has occurred."
Instructors who would like to
have

the

classroom

seminar

presented to their students should
contact Ryan in the A.S. office, 2773201.

Police start
checking
student 1.D.

Students walking through
campus at night are likely to be
stopped and asked to produce their
student I.D. by police officers, who
have increased their vigilance in
reaction to recent rapes and violent
crime.
Campus Police Chief Earnest
Quinton stressed the I.D. checks are
not intended as harassment, and
urged students to cooperate by
carrying their I.D. cards with them
at all times.
Quinton said having proper
identification could make the difference between being detained for
30 seconds and being detained for an
hour while police investigate.
This wastes valuable time
during which offices could be out
preventing crimes, he added.
Sgt. Larry James said the I.D.
checks will occur "primarily between 7 p.m. and 3 or 4 a.m." Anyone
"wandering around or hanging
around buildings without apparent
business" will probably be stopped.
Officers will judge who is
considered suspicious.
"We are stepping up patrol for
an indefinite period and putting as
many officers as we can in the
field," James said.
If a person doesn’t have a
student I.D. with them, they will be
asked to produce some other form of
identification.
The officer will then fill out a
card with the individual’s name and
address, to be filed "for a short
time" in case a crime is later
reported to have occurred durng
that time.
Anyone with no I.D. at all will be
subject to longer detainment, James
said, while police attempt to
determine his identity.
James added that anyone, including non-students, have a right to
be on campus. He said that police
were following standard procedure
for dealing with loiterers and asked.
for the cooperation of the entire
campus community in the increased
vigilance.

Councilman, student plead
not guilty to battery charges
SJSU journalism junior Scott
Allen, 21, pleaded not guilty Thursday in San Jose Municipal Court to
charges of battery resulting from a
run-in with San Jose City Councilman David Runyon earlier this
year.
Runyon is charged with one

court of delaying and obstructing a
police officer and with one count of
battery of an officer.
A plea of not guilty was also
entered for Runyon, who, although
absent, was represented by his
attorney, Anthony Giacalone.
The charges stem from an in-

Crime wave inspires
demand for security
The S.U. Board of Governors
approved a campus security
resolution at it’s Oct. 11 meeting
supporting the city of San Jose and
SJSU in their efforts to improve
campus security.
The board’s action is in response
to a growing, campus-wide security
drive started after two SJSU co-eds
were raped earlier this month.
Board Chairperson Maryanne
Ryan said at the meeting that
inadequate campus security is a
problem that everyone in the
campus community faces. The
board’s resolution, she said, was
needed to keep up pressure to gain
increased protection.
"The reason things are being
done is because pressure is being put
on by various organizations," Ryan
said.
Additional University Police
recently have been assigned to
SJSU, and the city of San Jose has
provided funds for 15 additional
officers to patrol the areas.

The resolution noted that
felonious crime and physical assault
have steadily increased in the SJSU
area over the last five years, and
there have been 22 sexual assaults in
the last six months.
The resolution, passed on a 6-2
vote with one abstention, read in
part:
"Let it be resolved that the
Student Union Board of Governors is
in complete support of any efforts
made by the city, university, and
students to gain increased protection for the membes of the campus
and it’s community."
Those voting against the
resolution did so because they felt a
reference to "the inadequate staffing of the University Police" was
inaccurate. They felt the police are
"apparently" understaffed, but
were not convinced they actually
are.
Ryan said every campus
organization has an interest in
demanding increased security.

cident occurring outside the Farmer’s Union Restaurant on San
Pedro Street, on Sept. 7.
As they left the restaurant,
Runyon’s party was approached by
Allen and his friends. Allen reportedly approached Runyon’s group,
picked up one of the women in a bear
hug, lost his balance, and fell to the
sidewalk.
When police arrived, they
declined to arrest Allen and his
friends, and Runyon allegedly began
to threaten the officers, claiming his
rights were "different" than those of
other residents. He then telephoned
Police Chief Joseph McNamara.
Allen denied the charge that he
dropped the woman on the sidewalk,
and said that he only "set her
down."
A pre-trial hearing on the
cnarges was set for Oct. 31 at 1:30
p.m. by Municipal Court Judge Protem H. Lee Holden. Giacalone
estimated that the trial may not be
held until December because he has
a number of pre-trial motions to
make.
During the arraignment, the
first in San Jose’s history involving a
City Councilman, Giacalone also
requested a jury trial for Runyon,
who has said he welcomes the
chance to clear himself of any
charges.
The arraignment took less than
two minutes on the courtroom.
Allen said later that the only
problem he faces at this time is the
lack of an attorney. He added,
however, that he is confident that he
will be found innocent.

The talented toots ies that
paint provocative pictures
"On your mark; get set toe paint!" called the
starter.
Brushes clutched in clasping toes dive into brightly
colored paint. The foot travels up and swiftly applies
an adept slash of color on the white paper.
Red, yellow and blue soon combine to form the
image of a bird, a dodo bird, on the paper.
The event, of course, is the Talented Toe Painting
Contest, sponsored by the SJSU Recreation
Programming Class. Contestants had five minutes to
paint a picture of the giant dodo using only their bare
toes to clasp the brush.

The contestants may never make it to the Moscow
Olympics, but they had plenty of fun anyway Friday in
the S.U. Quad.
Prizes were awarded to the funniest, most accurate and most creative entries.
Many students stood and watched as .the toe
paintes applied their craft to the tie painted pictures.
Some were neatly painted little birds, others sinister
looking little birds and some were very abstract
looking little birds.
All the pictures were unique, however.
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The adventures of Maynard

Revolting Student Brigade
By Rick Cotta
Strolling across campus the
other day, I saw my friend Maynard.
He was marching along with a big
group of students from the Revolting
Student Brigade who were yelling
and chanting slogans.
I walked over and joined him in
the procession.
"Maynard, what’s all the hoopla
for?" I asked.
This mob’s revolting man," he
said, "gonna’ storm the president’s
office."
"Bunzel? Again?" I said. "Man,
he’s been stormed so much lately he
won’t even notice you’re there."
"That’s not the president getting
stormed, man, they’re storming the
president of the Golf and Crumpets
Society."
"Who’s that?" Tasked him.
"Donald Rutherford Bungle the
third," Maynard replied.
"Don Bungle? What could
anybody want with Don Bungle?" I
asked incredulously.
I knew Maynard frequently
becameenbroiled in obscure issues,
but I couldn’t imagine what he could
want with the president of a Golf and
Crumpets Society.
The din of the chanting voices
was loud for the small crowd,
especially considering I saw no lips
moving Then I saw a dedicated
Revolting Student carrying a small
tape player, and an even more
Revolting Student
dedicated
carrying a big loudspeaker behind
her.
"Maynard, what did Bungle do
to get everybody so riled up?"
"Well, Bungle is not letting a
doctor with a 8250,000 annual salary
and a four handicap into the
society," Maynard expliined.
"Why didn’t he let the guy into
the club?" I asked. "He sounds like
a perfect applicant."
"There wasn’t any room," said
Maynard, who somehow managed to
keep up with such things.
"Why not?" I persisted.
"Because of the society’s affirmative
program,"
action
Maynard said.
"What’s that?" tasked.
"Well, the society has a policy
that one member out of every five
admitted has to have an annual
salary of less than $80.000, a 15 or
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A vision flashed through my
mind of plush mini-golf courses
across the nation, the masses
watching through chain-link while
the aristocracy tries to shoot the ball
into the magic dragon’s mouth.

The crowd was drawing near
the Golf and Crumpet Society club
house. The chanting grew intense as
the Revolting Student carrying the
recorder turned up the volume.
"Bungle Bungle You Can’t
Hide!! We Know You Shank to the
Right Hand Side!!" sang the crowdnoise tape.
A camera crew from a local
television news station was on the
scene. The cameraman was trying
to get more people into the picture so
he would have good film.
"Bungle said the guy deserved a
break," Maynard said. "He apparently didn’t grow up on a golf
course in the English countryside
like most of the Society’s members.
He didn’t even swing at a golf
ball until he was almost eight. It’s

Bakke beats
Davis quota
By Rich Freedman
One night at the wire machine,
I read something quite obscene.
Rubbed my eyes and scratched my face,
The judge had heard the Bakke Case.
The man that Davis led astray,
knew that it would be his day.
"I won,! won," he said aloud,
the stupid fool did seem quite proud.
With blood-shot eyes and ears of beagle,
He beat the rap they said illegal.
But he need not worry about a quota,
after being struck by a green Toyota.
On his tombstone read one line:
"Suckers! My GPA was 2.9!
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obvious the guy is culturally
disadvantaged. Never took a lesson
in his life. Strictly hack and chip,
then chase the ball."
"What kind of background does
he have?" I asked.
"Scant," Maynard said. "His
father was a ratchet, wrench and
socket man in Porterville."
"You mean he manufactured
tools?" I said.
"No, he chased ’em for
mechanics," explained Maynard.
The crowd had arrived at the
club house. The campus police were
talking through walki-talkies to each
other, though they were only
standing about four feet apart.
The cameraman was now
passing out signs and banners he
had brought along just in case there
weren’t enough in the crowd. He had
to get good film.
The protestors started clapping
their hands in time to the prerecorded crowd noise. Bungle was
nowhere to be seen.
"How do you see it?" I asked
Maynard.
"I don’t have a view, really," he
said.
"Do you know who the guy is
that got admitted instead of the
doctor."" tasked.
Rid. Colic is 0
Spartan Doily stall writer

"Yeah, me," said my friend.
"You?" I said, so astonished I
almost choked on my moustache.
"Yeah, me," he repeated. "Why
not? I only made four thou’ last
year, I’ve got a handicap of 76, my
golf clubs are 35-year-old hand-medowns and I don’t even own cleats. I
play in my sneakers."
"Well why are you protesting if
you’re the guy who got affirmatively
acted on?" I inquired.
"Who’s protesting?" Maynard
said. "I’m just walking this way
because I’ve got a golf date with
Bungle."

Cynthia S. Shaffer
Psychology Graduate

Marc Shur

Classified

Asst Editors

Gary Warfel

worse handicap and a set of clubs
more than four years old," Maynard
explained.
"Sort of a break for the disadvantaged Golf and Crumpets man,
huh," !said.
"Exactly," said Maynard.
"Well what’s the big deal about
that? None of the people in this
crowd could make that kind of
money," I observed.
"Money’s not the thing, man.
They say if Bungle can keep a guy
out of the Golf and Crumpet Society,
next thing you know he’ll be keeping
you and me off the mini-golf cour-

Editor:
The claim of Allan Bakke that he
was discriminated against because
he was not admitted to UC Davis
Medical School, while some "less
qualified" persons were admitted,
cannot be supported.
The criteria that are used by
most medical schools to screen
are
highly
applicants
discriminatory in favor of an elite
the white, affluent middle classand
against disadvantaged and minority
students. To continue to use the
current criteria is to continue to
discriminate against all non-white,
non-affluent groups.
Bakke’s claim that he was
"more qualified" and therefore
discriminated against, depends
upon the validity of these criteria. If
the criteria are invalid, his claim of
being "more qualified" collapses. It
will probably come as a surprise to
many people what the evidence
actually is concerning the validity of
the measures upon which Bakke
bases his claim of reverse
discrimination.
The four criteria which are
commonly used for admission to
medical school are: I) MCAT
(Medical College Aptitude Test), 2
GPA, 3) personal interviews, and 4)
letters of recommendation.
Even in the eyes of those who
administer it, the Association of
American Medical Colleges, the
MCAT is "inadequate to the information needs of medical
school...The present pool of applicants to medical school is of increasingly high academic quality in
the sciences. Fine discrimination
among students at this level is not
fruitful..."
In a landmark study by Gough,
Hall, and Harris in 1963 ("Admissions Procedures as Forecasters
of Performance in Medical
Training", The Journal of Medical
Education, Vol 38, Dec., 1963), the
MCAT was found to have no validity
in predicting performance in
medical school.
In a recent review, George
Sutherland at UC Davis Medical
School, of all places, found that, "the
overwhelming majority of studies
reported show little, no, or negative
correlation between premedical
GPA or MCAT scores and clinical
performance, either in medical
school or after graduation."
The evidence concerning the
validity of GPA for admission
purposes is equally shocking. In a
classic review article by Donald P.
Hoyt of the American College
Testing Program ("The Relationship Between College Grades and
Adult Achievement," Educational
Record, winter, 1966), he found that
there is either no correlation or only
minimal, insignificant correlation
between college grades and later
performance in several professions,
including medicine.
In the Gough article cited above,
college CPA’s provided only low
predictions of grades in medical
school. There predictions, though
very low, were the highest for firstyear medical school grades and
became worse thereafter.
In Sutherland’s review, both
MCAT scores and GPA were found
to lack validity for predicting either
medical school or professional
performance.
Bakke claims to be "more
qualified" for admission to Davis
based on his GPA and MCAT score.
In light of the above evidence, his
claim is empty since GPA and
MCAT are not valid as indicators of
who is "qualified."
You may notice that our position
is not based upon an argument of
past
for
"compensation
but
simply
discrimination,"
demands fairness for everyone now
and the development and utilization
of appropriate criteria for admission
to medical school.
Bud Anderson
Associate Prof. - Psychology

Editor:
The Bakke issue now before the
Supreme Court makes it seem as if
Civil
the
Rights Movement of the 608 never
admission
university
existed. The
quotas now in existence may not be
ideal, but it is the only concrete
evidence that an attempt towards
equality is being made.lf the power
and leverage of quotas and affirmative action groups were to be
torn away, what remains for
minorities?
It is obvious that the pendulum
of racial discrimination has to swing
its full course before it can find a
middle ground. The discrimination
that has in years past as well as
today been meted out to minorities

needs to be resolved, one way being
through concessionary programs
that insure equal opportunity. How
can only 10 years of reform be
matched by 200 years of exploitation?
Bakke’s actions seem pathetic when
viewed on a larger scale. How many
whites to minorities are there in the
UC Davis Med School? Don’t they
out number the blacks, American
Indians, Mexican Americans
combined? Is the quality of
American education so endangered
by equality?
Bakke’s sacrifice seems little
when compared to the scarific the
blacks and American Indians have
made since the beginning of
America’s history.
Why is it that white American’s
have such a short memory in
comparison to the long memory of
oppressed people?
Claudia Deucker
Art Education Senior

Faculty morale
Editor:
The Committee for a
Democratic University ( CDU ) is
worried about faculty morale. Other
groups, I’m told, are also worried
about faculty morale.
I have straighforward remedy...
Try money!
Edward J. Lauri:
Professor. Businesit:

City council,
Nazi rally
Editor:
I am surprised that so many,....
people have so little confidence in ,
the common sense of the citizenry to..
make intelligent choices.
I am referring of course to the
recent facist denial by the SAN Jose,,
City Council of a permit for the,.;
National Socialist White workers.,.
party to hold a rally.
.
The permit was only issued after ,
the council made sure there would..’
be violence by issuing permits OW
groups pledged to the discruption of
the National Socialist’s rally.
This facist act by the San Jose...5e.
City Council, supported by other
ultra-right groups such as the
Revolutionary Student Brigade, only
not interfered with the right of one.
group of American citizens kr
peaceabley assemble and speak-."
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights, but..".
the council then made sure the,
citizens of San Jose would not be.
able to hear this group speak.
Not only were the rights of the
National socialist abridged, mine
were abridged too. I was denied the
right, along with every other citizen’
of San Jose, to listen and make up
- -%
my mind.
I have no further confidence in
the City Council to act on my
behalf.This blatant disregard for the
Constitutional rights of the citizens
of San Jose and the council’s lack of
confidence in us to make intelligent
choices is disgusting.
All citizens must have these
rights or none will have these rights.
There is no middle ground. The San
Jose City Council has shown where it
stands.N4 stands with the Nazis.
Michael Dutton
History Senior

Livian, not
Latvian
Editor:
The article "Rare collection
Baltic books denated to university
library", which appeares in The
Spartan Daily Sept. 22, was wellmeant and informative, but it
contained two serious errors.The
late Dr. Arthur B. Berthold, former
librarian of United States State
Department, who donated the
aillection to our library, was not of
Latvian birth, but a Lillian.
[Avian language is a dying!’
language, still spoken by only some:"
750 persons in north-western part of
Latvia. Latvian language is not a
dying language. It ahs bee spoken
for some 4,000 years, and is one of
the oldest languages still spoken. It
is being taught at major American
universities as a living relic of the
original Indo-European Sanskirt
language no longer spoken.
There are many collection of
Latvian books in American
universities and public libraries, but
the Livian collection which we now
possess is the only one in the world
outside of Finland, Estenia and
Latvia.
Edgar Anderson
Professor, History
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Night photo teacher
wants fame, fortune
By Dean Cheatham
After photo essays in Newsweek, three books of
documentary photographs, and much critical acclaim, Bill Owens still feels he has not yet cashed in
on his name and reputation.
As he teaches his night photography class at
SJSU, he expresses a desire to teach full-time. But
he realizes the futility of that goal, and is more or
less content to take pictures of the people around
him.
"Assignments and money come from New York
City,"
says the 38 -year -old
Livermore
photographer. "But I like it here. I know the
people, the lay of the land. Unlike Mohammed, who
went to the mountain, I’m waiting for the mountain
to come to me."
His first documentary hook "Suburbia," a
sympathetic look at suburaban dwellers like
himself, has sold more than 40,000 copies, by his
own reckoning a very good sales record for a book of
photographs.
Yet, eight years later, Owens claims he is
poorer now than when he started working on
"Suburbia." He figures he has lost 8100,000 he could
have made as a newspaper photographer while he
worked on "Suburbia" and two subsequent books,
"Our Kind of People " and "Working: I Do It For
the Money," which were also well received.
"I’d just like to make as much money as a
plumber," he complains. In search of that goal, he
would like to land a job as photographer for a large
corporation.
That seems a bit out of character for a man who
complains loudly about corruption, pollution and
lack of consumer protection. He agrees, but adds
"What choice do I have?"
He is, after all, a lot like most of us who think of
work as something we "do for the money."

He spent his college years killing time in the library
reading photography books, eventually graduating
from California State University at Chico with a
degree in auto mechanics.
Dressed in a warm flannel shirt and corduroys,
he might pass for a college student today were it not
for his western string tie and occasional punctuation of sentences with the word "man."
"I love going to Safeway, man, just going to
the bakery and looking around." His eyes get wide
as he talks to his photography class about a possible
documentary project at a grocery store.
"The problem is not poor people, it’s the affluent. Poor people don’t consume anything." He
hesitates, then adds that we should do something for
the poor.
Bill Owens does have one cause that he fights
for consistently. He deplores in newspapers and
magazines what he calls a "very sick emphasis" on
automobile wrecks, fires, and policemen with clubs.
In a letter to a press photographers’ magazine, he
complains about the "downbeat " emphasis of the
photo selection.
Owens considers himself an "up beat"
photographer, and his work proves his point. His
documentaries concentrate on the more common
side of life, at least what is common for the average
white suburbanite.
"I’m tired of seeing man’s inhumanity to man. I
think it’s time we showed man’s humanity." But
Owens will be the first to admit there is not much
profit in taking pictures of man’s humanity.
His first big break came when Life magazine
picked up his photo of student riots at San Francisco
State University, where he did graduate studies in
photography and worked on the university
newspaper. He also made money from his pictures
of Hell’s Angels beating people with pool cues at the

Bunzel says
no comment’
to charges
SJSU President John Bunzel has no comment on
charges leveled against him by three AS. Councilmen,
according to University Relations Director Jim Noah.
Bunzel was charged in a resolution last week by
Councilmen Kevin Johnson, Mitch Chambers and Joe
Tippi with inaction on the parking problem, contributing to low faculty and student morale and failing
to attend meetings and work with community and city
leaders on campus problems.
The resolution, which was tabled by the AS.
Council pending Bunzel’s response to the charges, also
included a statement requesting students and faculty
to submit comments on Bunzel’s performance to the
A.S. office.
A.S. Vice President Edna Campbell met with
Bunzel Thursday and suggested a meeting about the
resolution between him and the three councilmen.
Bunzel "wished he had received it in private first
as a courtesy," she said.
Campbell said she tried to set up such a meeting
before the resolution was presented to council, but that
the councilmen didn’t want to.
"Of course," she said, "it’s their right as councilmembers to bring it before council first."
Campbell said she told Bunzel it would be "a good
idea to meet with them now.
"He said he will not be coming before council to
answer charges at this point."

Bill Owens
Altamont rock festival.
The profits from those pictures gave him hope
of being a magazine photographer, but Life died two
years later and it was seven years and two books
more before he got his first call from Newsweek.
"That shows how little reward there is in
making a serious statement about life."
Right now he is working on a color documentary
book about leisure. He would like to do something
on education or government influence on our lives.
He wants more government grants like he received
for previous books. He wants an assistant.
And he is negotiating with Newsweek to
photograh a common man he has never done
President Jimmy Carter.
"Every shot of Carter shows him lying back
with his boots on the desk. I want to show him in
beddropping his boot on the floor."

Center for
recycling
This Monday through
Friday the Spartan Garden
Recycling Center will have
a bin for newspapers on 7th
Street by the Engineering
building from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.

Tutko winning isn’t everything
By Chide Chorness
"Why can’t we let
Johnny and Jane play the
gameand lose?"
That’s the question
SJSU Professor of
Psychology Thomas Tutko
asks in his book "Winning
is Everything and Other
American Myths."
"Winning is at the
heart of competition and
what America is all
about," Tutko said. The
myth says that if you lose
you are not a good person
and that’s crazy.

Tutko wrote "Winning" with William Bruns
and is a co-author of two
other books on the
psychology of sports called
the
"Psychology of
Coaching" with Jack
Richards, and "Sports
Psyching" with Umberto
Tosi.
Tutko has appeared
twice on the Johnny Carson
"Tonight Shdw" to talk
about his books and was at
the Spartan Bookstore
Wednesday to autograph
copies for students.

The three books are a
result of Tutko’s interest in
the psychology of sports
that began 15 years ago
when Tutko came to SJSU,
but Tutko has always been
a sports nut.
"I’m a frustrated jock.
If I could be a professional
athlete, I’d make the
switch," he said.
He and now -retired
Psychology
Professor
Bruce Ogilvie began interviewing
and
administering personality
tests to SJSU athletes to

determine what motivates
an athlete psychologically,
and what special problems
athletes face in competition.
"The psychological or
emotional side of sports is a
dimension most people
We
don’t think about.
wanted to re-educate the
public to the emotional part
of the game instead of
denying it," said the 46year-old professor.

and physical effects
sports on children.

of

guarantees the right to
medical treatment and
Tutko said there is a supervision, the right to
"massive amount
of report any physical pain to
destruction to children as a the coach and parents
result of participation in without fear of ridicule,
and the right to play in
sports."
every game regardless of
"There is no evidence ability.
to support the contention
that you will grow up to be
a better person if you
ovitnight
participate in sports,"
3‘
Tutko said.
no mtnin.um
Tutko’s "Winning" has
In "Winning" Tutko a Bill of Rights for ’young
2954336
The . ’till 123 S 3to St
explores the psychological athletes.

DISCOVER U.S.C.’s
Master’s Degree Program in

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION
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KINKO’S

A representative will be at Career Day from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on
October 19,1977 to answer questions &
discuss the features of a career in
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Alpha Lambda Delta
(freshman honor frater, nity ) will have a general
meeting to discuss the BBQ
and future activites. The
meeting will be at 7:00
tonight in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.
Rosters for Intramural
Soccer are now available
paqtan

laity

through Oct. 20. Official
applications are also being
accepted at the Leisure
Studies Office.
Petitions for better
bike lockers and for an
expanded cleaner system
of bike lanes will be
and
available
today
tomorrow at the S.U. Information desk and at the
A.S. office.

Serving 1110 San loseStent
University Community

Services Office.
Groups
whose records are not
current will not be able to
schedule space on campus,
anmd will have to petition
for recognition.
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Dr. Alan Polanshek
will speak on culture and
hybridization of marine red
algai tomorrow in Duncan
Hall, room 351.

1...S.A.T. test with faculty
advisers will be available
tomorrow
in
the
S.U. Almaden Room A.
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Today is the last day to file
a current officers’ card
with Student Programs and

of

practice

A stock and investment
talk with E.F. Hutton
representatives will be
held tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room at 3 to 5
P.m.

SKI
ASPEN
I COLORADO
JAN. 14-21, 1978
with

SJSU SKI CLUB
Sign-ups and deposits for
club members: October 18,1977
(tomorrow - Tuesday) in the Almaden
Room, upstairs in the Student Union,
at 8 a.m. For more information, call US:
JULIE: 264-4762

The Spartan Bookstore
IN EXCLUSIVE ARRANGEMENT WITH

semester.

BOB or JOE: 268-2529
268-0126
STEVE:

Josten’s
PRESENTS

IN THE BOOKSTORE

A Two Day Sale * October 17 & 18

$10.00 Off
ON YOUR OFFICIAL SJSU COLLEGE RING
imailopOotimmimis
6 WEEK DELIVERY

1101001
*HOURS 9:30 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
*ORDER NOW FOR GRADUATION
*ORDER NOW FOR THE BIGGEST SAVINGS OF THE YEAR
*ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

itlpattan
/Boolutote
San Jose State University

.4o
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SPORTS
Spartans take big one from Long Beach
13), Gary Peterson
ANAHEIM - It was 65 small steps for Robert
Claiborne, but one giant leap for the SJSU football
team as they made their trek to the Land of the
Floating Dirt pay off by thumping Long Beach State 3316 Saturday night.
The win, witnessed by 10,430 fans at Anaheim
Stadium, evened the Spartans’ season record at 3-3,
and placed them alone atop the PCAA with a 2-0 mark.
Long Beach dropped to 3-1 overall, 1-1 in conference
action.
Less than two minutes were gone in the game when
quarterback Ed Luther dropped back to pass, looking
for wide receiver Claiborne. Luther pumped,
whereupon the speedy Caliborne turned the pattern
upfield.
Quicker than you could say "faked out of their
shorts," the 49er secondary was, and it was 7-0 SJSU on
the 65-yard throw-and-go.
The two teams staged a defensive struggle the rest
of the half, exchanging field goals to make it 10-3 SJSU.
The Spartans broke the game open in the third
quarter with 15 points, the first six coming on their first
possession.
Kevin Cole, who rushed for 138 yards, covered 28 of
the 42 yards on the drive, including the score on a one-

yard run.
They also scored on their second possession, a 40yard drive capped by a Luther-to-Claiborne pass of
seven yards.
Late in the third quarter 49er punter Woody
Tressler, trying to punt out of his endzone, let the snap
from center slip through his hands. Panic-stricken, he
grabbed the ball and ran for the nearest safe spotout
the back of the endzone for a Spartan safety.
At this point SJSU looked good, leading 25-3, but
Long Beach organized a comeback that might have
succeeded if not for an incredibly stupid play by
quarterback Jim Freitas.
After scoring two touchdowns in the early fourth
quarter, the 49ers recovered a Cole fumble on the
kickoff.
With the score 25-16 and Long Beach in possession
at the SJSU 19, Freitas pulled a stunt that should earn
him the "Look Ma, no brains" award of the year.
Dropping back to pass, he came under a heavy
rush by linbacker Rayford Roberson. Trying to avoid a
sack, Freitas turned around and tossed the ball in the
general direction of teammate Don Wattersa guard.
The stunned Watters watched the lateral, not a
pass because Freitas threw the ball backwards, sail
by, then watched Frank Manumaleuna flop on the

loose ball. End of comeback.
Except for the final play of the game, Long Beach
never again got back into SJSU territory. The Sartans
added eight points on another Cole touchdown, and a
two-point conversion.
Freitas, who was fourth in the nation in passing
and total offense, never did get his act together, thanks
mainly to a charged-up Spartan defense.
Maniunaleuna and fellow linebacker Randy Gill
were again all over the field, leading the hittin’ Spartan
defense, and by the end of the game Long Beach was
hearing so many footsteps they looked like they were
watching a Fred Astali e movie.
"I wish more fans were in the stands so they could
have seen the outstanding athletes playing linebacker
for us," said Lynn Stiles, SJSU head coach after the
game. "What a game those linebackers had, huh?"
Freitas broke the Long Beach school record for
most passes attempted in a game with 49. He only
completed 21, and had two intercepted.
"Jim Freitas is a fine athlete," Stiles said. "I felt
the entire San Jose defense played well, especially with
the new faces on defense and in the secondary.
"They played well and they had to against an offense like Long Beach’s."
In addition to evening their season record, the

Spartans sputter in second half

Chico outhustles booters 2-1
By Mark Geyer
Unable to generate an
offensive threat, the SJSU
soccer team surrendered a
1-0 halftime lead and
eventually suffered its
second straight loss as
Chico State outhustled the
Spartans 2-1 Saturday
night at Spartan Stadium.
A noisy crowd of about
400 watched as the fired-up
Wildcats turned the game
around in the second half
and penetrated the Spartan
net twice while shutting off
the explosive SJSU scoring
attack.
The loss puts the
Spartans at 8-3 on :he
season while Chico State,
winning its second game
over SJSU since the rivalry
began 10 years ago, is now
9-1-1.
Although Chico State
came out on top, it was the
Spartans who struck first,
breaking the scoreless tie
with 6:16 remaining in the
first half.
Forward Steve Ryan
was foiled on a drive at
29:55 on an excellent save
by Chico goalie Rick SJSU head coach Julie Menendez (left) looks
Jungling. Ryan was turned concerned as he watches o fired -up Chico State
down again at 38:03 when squad outbatfle his Spartans 2.1 Saturday night.
he chipped a perfect pass to
striker Steve Sampson at himself a bit late and tried seemingly took the wind
the mouth of the net which to race Sampson to the ball out of the Spartan sails as
Sampson headed over the which was about 10 yards Chico continually outran
crossbar.
local
away and still left of the the
booters
A minute later, Al net.
throughout the remainder
Gaspar scooted a pass
Sampson arrived a of the contest.
from the left sideline in split second earlier and
With 24:24 remaining
deep toward the Chico net.
managed to poke a left and
midfield
play
Jungling
committed footer into the unattended dominating the action,
goal for his fifth of the year Chico forward Larry Nees
and a 1-0 lead.
raced Spartan defender
A defensive tussle most Matt Chapman for a
of the way, the half ended breakaway ball rolling
with SJSU enjoying a one toward the SJSU penalty
Andrea Gaston’s 235 goal lead, a 6-2 edge in box.
total score was good shots and a definite
Nees reached the ball
enough for third place in momentum advantage.
first and tipped it to the
the Tucker Invitational golf
But the
Wildcats right throwing Coffee off
tournament Friday in wasted little time in stirde who was charging
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
equalizing the match after from the net to thwart the
SJSU place fifth with a the intermission.
David threat.
973 score, 21 strokes behind Payne laced a 30 yard
The Wildcat winger
first place Arizona State.
rocket past Spartan goalie then drilled a shot off the
Lori Garbeacy of Paul Coffee just 5:43 into right upright and into the
Florida University won the the second half to make it 1- SJSU net for what became
competition with a 226,
1.
while
Tulsa’s
Hollie
The soaring kick,
Harntly was second with a
hitting the upper left
231.
corner of the net,

Gaston third
in tournament

E.TE

The Associated Students
of
San lose State University 40,’
present

The stickers finally got
on the board when senior
Ann Miles scored with It
minutes remaining in the
game.
SJSU had lined up for a
penalty corner after Chico
fouled inside the half-circle
extending from the end
lines around the goals.
Pam Mac farlane took the
pass inbounds and blasted
it toward the goal. The
blocked shot was taken on
the rebound by Miles
coming across from the
right and pushed through
for the score.

the winning goal.
Playing
without
defensive standout Jerry
Bevans and center forward
Steve Swadley, both hurt
during the loss to USF, the
Spartans got off only three
shots in the second half.
The Wildcats, meanwhile,
fired eight shots during
their comeback.
"We were scared in the
first half and it showed,"
said Chico coach Don Batie
who led his Wildcats to the
NCAA
Division
II
semifinals last year.
"But we came out
hustling and took it right
away from them. I guess
we wanted it a little more
in the second half," he
added.
SJSU coach Julie
Menendez thought the

game was as even as they
come.
"Chico played well, I
have to give them a lot of
It was the
credit.
breakaway goal that killed
us though," he said.
The Spartans have now
gone three full games
without a goal from their
top scorer Easy Perez. In
the previous eight games
during an eight game SJSU
winning streak, Perez
connected for 11 goals and
contributed five assists.
As the season heads
down the home stretch, the
Spartans have two
remaining home games,
one of them an exhibition
match with the San Jose
Lobos, then finish off the
year with five straight road
games.
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"It went right down la
the wire," said head coach
Leta Walter. "Ours was a
good team effort. There
hasn’t been a San Jose
State-Chico match that
hasn’t been closely contested."
The club meets
Stanford at 10 a.m.
Saturday on the east field.

=Ili ms’N
LEARN RETAIL MANAGEMENT
PART TIME
Radio Shack offers the opportunity for you to
start your career working part time with us,
while you’re now in college.
Get a head start in the retail management
field with the top company in the industry and,
at the same time, earn extra income. Join us,
a division of Tandy Corporation (NYSE) and
later step into your own store management
upon graduation.
Our Store Managers’ earnings include a
share of the store’s profits. Those Managers
who completed our training program three
years ago averaged $11,215 their first year
as Managers. $18,355 the second year and
$22,605 the third year. If you feel you are
above average, then earning potential is
even greater.
Call me to learn more.

Last night

-WIZARDSTHE MAN
WHO FELL
TO EARTH

To watch the Spartans
in action is to witness a
team of truly championship caliber in every
way. Their blue shirts
soaked with pespiration
from the 80 degree heat,
the players maintained a
relentless attack in a
contest characterized by
rough play on both sides.

AL SOPER

’

348-1059

Radio Itiaek
M A TANDY COPPORMION COMPANY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

RECEIVE $600 A MONTH
DURING YOUR SENIOR YEAR
If you’re a junior or snior with dmonstratd ability in
math and physics, you may be eligible. If you ore
selected for the Nut’ear Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program, the Navy v.:II pay you over 1600 a month for
10 months of your Sni.tr year. Seniors qualify as soon
as accepted. After grad .ation, and commissioning, you

The attorney general is here
to help you with:

Upon completion of Nuclear Power School, you will
receive a $3000 bonus and will be eligible for a
$20,000 bonus after four years srvice.

Navy Nuclear Engineering

To act as liason in problems dealing with
academic policies and procedures.

San lose Center for the Performing Arts
Or I. 28 and 29
$4.00 in advance (
8:00 p.m.

7
26
103
163
52
21
U3
392
248
0-0
1.1
5-50
15.161
8-35 I
11-36.0

will receive graduate les -’ training in Nuclear Power
Plant Theory and Operation.

To aid students in the preparation of cases
being presented to the Academic Fairness
and Student Grievance Committees of the
Academic Senate.

featuring,
Suzanne Farrell
and
Peter Martins
10 other stars, from
N.Y. City folfrey ABS

1.114a:
15

ACADEMIC PROBLEMS?

Informing students of their rights and
responsibilities and acting as an aide in
protecting those rights.

cfit

SJS1
15
10
4
55
218
171
28

First Downs
Rushhig
Passing
Rushing all.
Net Yards
Yards Passing
Passes an.
Passes corn.
Had int.
Net ) ards
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-) rds
Punts-avg.

SJSU field hockey team
downs stubborn Wildcats
The SJSU women’s
field hockey team overcame a stubborn Chico
State squad to capture a 1-0
victory last Friday afternoon on the east field.
The Spartans, now
against
undefeated
collegiate competition with
a 12-0 record, were shut out
in the first half for the first
time this year as the two
clubs battled to a draw in
the first 35 minutes.

Midfielder Rar;;;Y Bolonos (8) goes head on head
with Chico’s Dave Payne.

victory was SJSU’s 11th straight in PCAA play, and
their seventh straight win over Long Beach.
The stage is now set for the Spartans’ game with
Fresno State next week. If they win that one, they’ll be
3-0 in PCAA play and one win away from clinching
their third consecutive conference championship.

Contact at

any

time,

Ron Stevenson
A.S. Attorney General
A.S. Office, 3rd Floor
Student Union, SJSU
Telephone: 277-3201

Most Advanced Nuclear Technology
- Immediate Responsible Engineering Position
- Required Application Of Under -grad Studies
- Valuable Graduate Level Training In Nuclear
Engineering

Submit Transcripts or Resume to:
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
1515 Clay St. Rm. 818
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 27 3-7 377
or see
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS TEAM
Student Union
17-18 October
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Need a job? Try Norway
Norwegian workers
make the highest wages in
the world in a country
where there is virtually no
unemployment.
"There are jobs vacant
for everybody," said J.
Gerhard
Heiberg,
president of Norcem,
Norway’s largest building
material corporation
during a speech Thursday
to SJSU students, faculty
and
community
businessmen.
Heiberg, 38, who was
an SJSU student in 1964,
described the unique interrelationship between
workers, government and
industry in Norway’s
"worker
industrial
democracy."
Norcem, the sole
manufacturer of cement in
Norway, sells about 50
percent of its annual
production --2.7 million
tons-overseas.
At times Norcem has
supplied more than 30
percent of New York City’s
cement needs. It supplies
products used in practically all construction in
Norway.
In addition, Norcem
produces
fiberglass
products including truck

bodies, sea buoys and boats
and has subsidiaries in
West Africa, the Middle
East and the United States.
Heiberg said both
government and industry
employees take an active
part in business.
"Employees are involved in
setting the goals of the
company," he said.
Within each plant,
workers comprise one third
of the company’s controlling board. "We try to
encourage all our employees to be informed
about the operation of the
company," he said. "All
employees, through their
representatives, are involved
in
making
decisions."
Elections take place
every two years and
workers interested in
serving on the board
conduct extensive political
campaigns to build supPort.
"I think that we have
been able to get the confidence of our employees,"
Heiberg said. "We must
tell people the truth and
keep our promises."
Good employee-manager relationships depend
upon "communication, co-

By Carol Sarasohn
"Oh my God, I wore blue jeans today," a strictly
straight student moaned. "And look at my shirt; it says
’Old Blue Jeans Never Die, They Just Fade Away.’"
Just as blue jeans fade, so has the impact of National
Blue Jeans Day - a day set aside by gays to wear jeans.
Vincent Fanucchi, a member of the Gay Student
Union said, "We announced that all gays on campus would
wear jeans on Friday. Then when non-gays are caught
wearing jeans they get the same odd looks and negative
attitudes we’re always faced with.
"This year people are somewhat indifferent, but last
year it was a big thing. One guy in my class said, ’Hey you
.4an’t wear jeans. Don’t you know only queers wear jeans
-today?
Vince’s answer? "Yeah!"
Ruth Pedroza and Micki May, two cheerleaders, find
it "embarrassing" trying to lead songs without a band.
They said this before appearing in front of the San Jose
- Chamber of Commerce and the SJSU alumni "to try and
rally support for a marching band."
"We use a tape recorder during the games," Micki
and Ruth said.
Now if we could just dress up a bunch of tape recortiers in band uniforms and teach them to march we’d have
it made.

operation and confidence,"
he said.
Norway has taken a
tough stand on immigration, according to
Heiberg, and almost 100
percent
of
Norway’s
population is made up of
Norwegians.
He said the lack of
homogeneity
of the
American population
would make a "worker
industrial democracy"
difficult in the United
States.
Although Norway has a
relatively high standard of
living, taxation is very high
and inflation is becoming
an increasing problem.
In industry, Heiberg
said, middle management
often becomes frustrated
as upper management
personel often talk directly
to workers.
The SJSU chapter of
AIESEC, a School of
Business
student
organization
which
operates an international
job exchange program for
business and economics
students,
sponsored
Heiberg’s visit.
THERE

A DIFFERENCE

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
SAN
WANASN)
PALO ALTO

327-0841

ISOM 271-9840

SUN ’N SOIL
NATURAL
FOOD STORE
AND
RESTAURANT
Home cif the delicious
Nature Burger. We
offer a complete line of
natural foods, vitamins,
minerals, proteins,
cosmetics, etc.
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
245 E SANTA CLARA

.
For a good peanut butter cookie, and not a bad time,
tall Penny Calder.

287-8687

CUPERTINO

20700 STEVENS CREEK

257-8887

ANNOUNCEMENA
OPENING
GRAND
imports.
2
Christenson’s
Anatolia tops for the price of
Onel A specialty import shop for
men and women Casual and
exotic clothing, jewelry and
unusual artifacts from 7 At
ferent countries. Priced with the
student’s budget in mind Come
in and browse. Open 5 days a
week, Monday Ifiru Friday. 10 to
6, 1186 Lincoln Avenue, San
Joie. 197 6424. Open Weekends.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
nowt Information available at
the A.S. off Ice or phone 371 6811
FLY FOR FUN
Low Club Prices
Airplanes RentatTraining. 251
2614. CALL for Price List.
_
HEALTH
food Saadwiches,
PROTEIN SMOOTHIES. Fresh
Carrot Juice, Fresh Chicken and
Potato Salad made daily
FREDA’S Bet. 3rd and 4th on
San Salvador.
. _
REFLEXOLOGY (Claim Oct. 7 and
II). The theraputic foot massage
Improve circulation, total
relaxation, normalize all body
functions. Fri 70 pm. Lecture
study: health, love reflex points
and more. Sat. 9 am. Learn, give
and receive a complete
reflexology treatment.Limited
enrollment for Individual at
lention. SIO. Pre 5150 up on
bulletin board at SJSU Health
Bldg. 9th and San Carlos. Class
is upstairs at 1445 Los Padres,
left off El Camino Real in Santa
Clara. For more info write Holly
Lynn, PO Box 1040. Felton. CA
95018.

JAPANESE TEAHOUSE Is now
open daily in the Kelley Park
Friendship Gardens at 1300
Senter Road, near Keyes Come
and Spend a relaxed morning or
afternoon enjoying a Japanese
lunch. A quiet study area is
available. There are more than
100 or lento I teas and 20 gourmet
coffees from which to choose
The Teahouse Facilities which
Include a seating capacity to,
more than 200 are avalable or
group meetings at 110 charge
The Kelley Park Gardens and
Teahouse win make a gorgeous
setting for a wedding and
reception. Catering and Wed
ding Photography are available
at low student rates. Bride keeps
the Wedng Negatives and all
color prints
For complete
details, please call 295 2708 or
998.9699.
OR- FREE
Real
Estate
Consultation, contact Forbad
Emami and Robert Taylor. STF
Enterprises. 1150 South Bascom,
Suite 13. Phone 288 5515 or 629
7671.
WRITE A RESUME NOWI
A
workbook designed for students,
housewives
and
career
chanoers. $6.15 postpaid. CB
Functional Resumes, 1414
Miravalle Ave., Los Altos 94022.

wiLL PAY 515-20/rno. for Space in
house or garage to set up small
pottery studio. Rich 253 /705 aft
430

MOUNTAIN VIEW

881 E EL CAMINO

964-4485

Isaac Stanley, the 67-year-old guard who works at the
-tomer of Seventh and San Fernando streets, was rescued
from forced retirement when Gov. Jerry Brown signed a
bill outlawing mandatory retirement in California.
When asked his plans now that he can stay on the job,
. the 11 -year SJSU employee said: "I just may retire."
My spy told me that Gerald Small, defensive back on
the SJSU football team, was seen with his girlfriend last
week and his arm seems to be fine. How about it Gerald?
When are you going to start playing again’

CLASSIFIEDS

CALL TM CENTER AT 247’8963 TO
GET SJS-TM-CLUSI LETTER
FREE

PHOENIX
WORKSHOPS.
Presenting lectures and
discussion groups in pare
psychology,
human
corn
MunICatIons and psychic
awareness. 272,061)0.

NATURAL 10005910 AM) RISTAURAM

CHI PI SIGMA MEXICAN DINNER
Oct. 27t1, Thurs.. 5:00 pm. Cost
$1.00 For tickets Call 279 9397 567
SO, Illts Street.

The SKI CLUB Is throwing its
annual
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY, Oct. 28,
Friday nite, 9 pm, at Brine,
Hall, corner of Central and
Campbell Ayes Live Ener
tainMent, and we’ll provide the
refreshments
Party from 9
1 30 and be sure to wear a
costume.
Members with a
cost...imp is $2.00, members no
Costume $300 Non members in
costume $3.00, no costume 101.00
Be scary, be Wiwi, be spooky.
be outrageous, and come ready
to have a great time) (Don’t
forget about ASPEN!) GO FOR
cri

HEY ALL YOU lovely "Plant
Mamas" and "Plant Papas"
consider yourselves very for
tunate to be reading these
words. Because I am going to
introduce you to a "health food"
which is going to bring hap
piness, happiness to all your
"little green children." They
Will thank you forever by
throwing out their arms till you
will have to trim them back to
keep them from taking over
your "pad" This "health food"
is called Marsh’s VF II. It’s the
plant food everyone is talking
about and no wonder!!! Some
Hydroponic experts perfected
this "magic juice" for all those
poor plants trying to survive
under human conditions in
houses and apartments. Poor
things they need all the help
they can pet. If you have a
Creeping Charley you’re going
to be calling him your
"Galloping Chuck" after a few
drinks of ffie magic "VF 11"
potent. And you’d better bolt
down your door If you want to
hang onto your Wandering
Jew!!! Your "little green
children" are going to get very
"high" on this stuff . They will be
so healthy In so short a time
whole new ex
you’ll find
citement In "Plant Perm
Ilsood." "VF II" has been

known to have reincarnation
powers, so try it quickly on
some of those plants you think
are deceased you’ll be ShOUting
HALL ELUJAI ! as yOU watch
them come back to life Our
motto is DON’T LET YOUR
PLANTS GO TO H HEAVEN!!
USE "MARSH’S VF II"!!! You
can purchase this great plant
food at Alpha Beta, Ralph’s,
Frys. Gemcco, Lucky’s. Payless.
Longs, Brentwood, Save On,
Orchard Supply. W001Werths,
and many garden shops in your
area For locations closest to
you, call 356 4166.
_
THE BALLOON EXPERIENCE
Fri Oct 21 Fountain Area, noon
fill two Raffle for a hot air
balloon ride. Must be present to
also!
win
Refreshments
Alternate site in case of rain is
the Umunhum Rm at the
Student Union Sponsered by
Rec. 97,
Students
NIGERIAN
SJSU
Association. There will be an
Inaugural meeting on Saturday
Oct 72 in Guadalupe Rtri of the
Student Union. at 1 pm. It is
important that all students
attend

AUTOMOTIVF

VW PORSCHE SERVICE All work
Quarantem1 Tune-ups from $24
including parts. Also instruction
in tuning and appraisal service
for prospective buyers. Free
house calls in central S.J. Phone
Dan 356- 4748 eves.

WHEELS FOR SALE? Incredible
offer to SJSU students. Photo
add for only 57.50 runs until you
sell (max 4 wks) Call Auto View
-the vehicle shopping guide."
For details call 247-7460.
- AUTOMOBILE
REFERRAL
SERVICE, Let us help you sell
or find an auto, van, wagon or
light truck. Sellers, send us a
complete description of your
vehicle Include up to ten at
tributes or accessories plus your
name, address, and phone
number. This introductory offer
for sellers is free until 10/17/77.
Buyers, you describe the vehicle
you Seek, we find many that
match it. Write toys for details.
AUTO MASON P.O. BOX 11724
Palo Alto, CA 94306
- - 1974 Chevy Luv pickup and camper
in excellent condition. Must see
to appreciate. $2400 or make
offer. Call Kit 3923029

FOR SALE
BOOKS, LEVI’S SALE. Hard cover
.69. Levi’s 2.95, hand made
ENERGY
frame 4.98.
OVRAMTD KIT cont-21’k elec..
gold pendant. and Pyramid,
compass and booklet all for 9.95
only. We take Items on con
11 am to5 Prn Or
signment.
279 2735.
appointment.
and
THRIFT.
CRWFT
RECYCLE. 194 W. Santa Clara
St., San JOS..
STUDENTS AND SENIOR
10 percent
CITIZENS.
on
recycled
DISCOUNT
Household
Clothes,Dishes.
Baskets.
Books,
items,
Good Stuff
Collectibles.
Angle’s Attic 555 S. Second St.
San Jose Hrs. 9,30,4,30. Mon
Sat
TENNIS RACKET Davis Hidoint.
Excellent cond.. Size IL 14 1/21,
includes wooden press. 620.00
Leave message at 267 0059.
.BULKY HANDKNIT sweaters froi-;
Mexico 1 for 525.00 Call now to
order yours - all Orders must be
in beforeOct 15 Call 265 9175M
F before 1 IS or after 11.15
anytime Sat and Sun
OFF ICES FOR RENT. 3rd St. and
San Salvador. Month to month
ok. Garden City Realty. 374-3770
0,298 2008.
_
TRUCK Fully
CREAM
ICE
equipped and ready to 90 Start
your own Mall business for only
$1600. 2946727.
CALCULATORS. HP2I. 065. HP25
$90, Call Jim at 733 206.
SOLID Ilk Gold and Sterling Silver
rings, earrings, pendants and
chains. Men’s and Women’s
Start around 520. Call Floyd 292
6401

ROLEX 616 EBM electric 16 mrn
camrea,
prof.
movie
W/Waterproof case. 0995. 997
0235.
STAR TREK or Sfs-E-R TREK
Will
basic program wanted
arrange account transfer
meeting. 277 8474.

HP 37
BUSINESS SCI
CALCULATOR. Excel. Cond
All Acc, Included Orig. SI75.
0100./otter. 937 1159 af ler 6 Pm

HIDE -A RED Sofa. Dbl. size. $20.
Hoover up right Vac needs
minor repair 020. GE portable
dishwasher super cool condi
SS.
110 Misc. nik naks $I
Pleasecli after 2,30pm. 2664935.
SHREDDED FOAM rubber. 50 cenh
per lb. No limit 10 a customer.
293 2954,
MINOLTA 201 w/50mrn F2 lens and
in
box
New/still
case.
1700/offer Call Rich 277’3181

MARRIED COUPLES Do you
enjoy Children and need extra
money? Surrogate Parents, 403
8389
THE SJSU Art Department Medi
male and female models to pose
nude or in costume models are
paid 4 00 per hour For further
info contact Ceci Figueroa 277
2579 or in person in the art bldg
room 129A Mon. Tue. Wert from
7 30108 30
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
Immediately! Work at home no
experience necessary excellent
pay. Write American Service.
8350 Park Lane, Style 269,
Dallas. T 75731
FEMALE NUDE MODEL wanted
for SJSU photo cleat Wage plus
prints. Call David Kohler 226
5174.
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER. Room
and Board plus salary. Los
Gatos Hills Call 353 241111 after 5
pm.
NEED 14 PEOPLE to demonstrate
Shaklee Products. "They Sell
Themselves." Earn $165 A week
working one hour a day. Call
Mac at 266 1453 8twn 67 P.M.
LEAD VOCALIST WANTED to
complete Top 40 Dance Band.
Call 27711097.
TYPIST CLERK. City Clerk’s
Office. City of MM. View.
$3.24/hr. Max. 960 hrs/sch
Year. SJSU student to work with
public, answer phone, typing
xeroxing, tiling and other
clerical work in city municipal
office. Applicant must be
cleared through Financial Aids
Placement Office, Contact
Personnel Dept., 967-7211. eat
273.
WANTED: Musician/song writer
with knowledge and feel for
writing an Elvis song. Call Nick
226-6137.
OVERSEAS
JOBSsummer/year
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia. etc. All fields,
S500-$1200 Monthly. Expenses
Paid, sightseeing, Free inform.
Write: International Job Center,
Dept. SB, box 4490, Berkeley,
CA 94704

HOUSING
LARGE, BRIGHT furnished room,,
large mellow home in Willow
Glen. Minutes from school.
Male or female.
Kitchen
privileges phone. 0100 090. 397
3097,
HOUSE FOR SALE. Family home
for sale for first time In 55 years.
3 Sr, 2 bath, large kitchen, living
and dining rooms with extra
breakfast/bedroom,
ki
basement, garage. Lots of
windows for plants. Price
569,003. Talk to your rich Aunt!
Please call 2094035 for more
Into South 14th St._
_
Str. fm, rrnmate needed by Oct.
17th Free rent for 16 hours
work. Own bdrin bath. Call Jan
984-6914,
--STUDENT TO SHARE 2 bedroom
Non smoker, no
apartment
pets. S112.50/mo.plus $57.00
deposit. Call after 6:00.746-1319.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
nice 2 bdrm apt 15 min from
SJSU, or. 280. Call Mary 2461836
btwn Hand 12:300r eveS.
VALLEY WEST APTS: SJSU Fem
1251 wants to share 2 bdrm. by
11/1 with same. 5165 plus half
util/dep Furnish own rm and be
NEAT. CALL 2460455 alter 5:30.
nonFEMALE,
STRAIGHT.
smoking roommate wanted. 20
25 to share 4 bedroom house 6
blocks from campus. $120 On
dudes utilities) CALL 295-1100.
VACANCY: Single rooms, Kitchen;
P919. Living rm., Male students
1155. 14th St., S.J.
FOREIGN STUDENTS: We are
lOOking fOr female foreign
student to Share 3 bdrrn. home,
washer/dryer. Merklian/H ills
dale. After 9 Pm. 749-2S11.
Om In home, Meridian/Hillsdale.
Priv_ entry warp!, bath and
’itch piveleges. 1125 mo. After 6
p.m. 244 5220.

LOST IL FOUND
REWARD for return of goo
bracelet lost Mon. Oct. 3. Great
sentimental value. 3514012.
Lf-)T-T -6- month old Lab. pup.
Female. Lost on 3011 blk. of S.
Iltto on Thurs. Call 2994480 If
you have any Info, Reward for
Return

PERSONALS
THE SJSU GAY STUDENT
UNION meats every Thurs. ate
p.m in the Almaden Room of
the Student Union, G.S. U. is an
informal club striving to meet
the needs of the gay community
on campus and oft You will find
that our meetings are always
friendly and informative
Meetings are half structured,
hall informal, and are attended
by about 50 CieePle. Be your
9-29’
whole self attend!
Speakers from the Lesbian
Fernnist Alliance. 106: Dance a
Disco dance. Call Tel-GAYS for
Into. 10 13, Rap groups. "Are we
our own worst enemies?" 10.20:
Speaker from Metropolitan
Community Church a Christian
Church with a predominantly
gey congregation, 10-27: Potluck
dinner off campus. Call 298
GAYS for Into,

HELP WANTED

VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
disturbed children. Peninsula
Children’s Center 494 1200.

EARN EXTRA INCOME IN YOUR
TRAINING
SPARE TIME
PROVIDED Phone 7060091

VOLUNTEERS needed’ Work On
one to one basis With an
emotionally disturbed child

Learn Behavior
aged 2 II
Modification techniques, gain
Mornings
experience
valuable
9 1,or afternoons 12 304 30 Call
ZOnta Children’s Center, 795
3581
DISCOVER A fresh new you. with
Shaklee products Call -Bob’
for your complimentary beauty
demonstration No obligation
266 1453 between 6 7pm
DEBONAIR DATING SERVICE
Fast, personal and selective
Men and women of all ages are
welcome Women tor the I st 30
days will be allowed in free with
Unlimited in in
this ad
troductons. 259 7254
_
.
HOUSE SITTING. Responsible
Iowa couple. late 20’s. would like
to care for your home. Plants
and pets from Dec ’77 to Jan
’79. Must be within commuting
distance to Unix of Santa Clara
References available. Write S
Kirkpatrick. RR 2. Osceola,
Iowa 50213.

INSTRUCTORS: Seek not to know
all the answers. strive to un
derstand all the questions 567
1163862.

-GWEN "LITTLE
HAPPY B’
STRINGER
BRICK’HOUSE"
FROM Tina ad KURT

HAPPY IS THAT PEOPLE Whose
God is the Lord. Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship Thurs
eves. 7 pm 10th and San Carlos.
Campus Christian Center,

"The
REFLEXOLOGY
FOOT
theraputic foot massage to
dr’
improve
tensions,
relieve
c lotion, normalize all bah’
functions Private treatments
by Holly Lynn on Wad and Fri.
(about I hr) $5.00. Leave your
name and phone number on my
clip board in the Peer Drop In
Center, SU Diablo room. Next
Reflexology class Nov. 11 and
12. Friday eve. 79. Saturday
morn. 911. Class at 1540 Los
Padres near El Camino Real.
Sate Clara.
in One Month
LOSE10-29 lbs
drinking milkshakes; no drugs,
excercises. Totally natural.
Money Back Guarantee S250lus
tax/moo. Supply Call 267-35312
’pot,

TYPING SERviCE
RATES
REASONABLE
liege,
QUALITY WORK
Monmrnil 5996510
EFFiCiEN7
TYPING FAST.
Term papers,
RELIABLE
letters,
reports. theses
IBM
resumes. etc Error tree
Call
Correcting SeleOric
Barbara Morgan 61257 7068
SURROGATE PARENTS available
to care for your criiidren in a
loving home situation tor any
emergency, for a clay over
night, weekend or etended
Full 24 hour care
vacation
available, including taking the
children to and from their own
10100, Full facilities available
to care for tiny infants too
En loy a 2nd honeymoon without
yOur children. knowing Mier will
be safely cared for Low rates
Discount for more than one
Child For further details call
998 9699 dayS or 257 8433
evenings
TYPING. FAST AND ACCURATE
Got a deadline? We can meet it
for you Revisions? Fast ana
automatic
cheap on Our
And we do
equipment
typewetting. too. Call Heather
267 8593 anytime
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
If you are a good student, you
may qualify for a 25 percent
discount on your auto insurance
We also offer ekcellent rates for
homeowners and renters in
Surat,. Appointments at time
and place convenient to you
Call Bruce Lott at 241 4750
. .
TYPING Thesis. term papers. etc .
experienced and fast Phone 269
1674.
in Campbell
EXP. TYPIST
Turabian will type for you IBM
Select. Correct II Nan 267
3119
JAFRA
SKIN CARE Have
a
complimentary loc.! and
consultation Call Louise 913
5540 aftrns and eves
TYPING Fast, accurate, and
reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose, Patty 984 1642
DANCING JAZZ. MODERN. TAP
CLASSES beggining im
medialely Phone 275 6314

STEREO
HAPPY 71 and 3 days Bradford.
Love from Witch Lady.

JEANINE-En gird
birthday. From
brick house.

and happy
S.O.S. your

THE LONE HARANGUER: How
does 11 1001 fob* HARANGUED?
ONE DAY Sexuality Workshop for
men and women. Sunday, Dc
tabor 301h. SIO, Call Women’s
Community Clinic. 2176322 ext.
22.
DIVORCED WOMEN’S support
group starts October 2015. 4.5:30
Thursdays, sliding scale fees.
Call Women’s Community
Clinic. 2514323 ext. 22.

SUZIE: HAPPY BIRTHDAY YOU
BRAT! MASSOUD.
ARE
YVONNE...YOU
BLOOMINGII HAPPY SIR
THDAY .T.J

DO YOU LOVE MUSIC AND
MONEY? Get HIGH Flat very
Low prices! 20 tO 50 per cent
DISCOUNTS on over 100 Major
brands of TVs, CBs, Radios.
Tapes, Auto Music map, HiF
Components, Compacts, and
accessories. I even have video
recorders, microwave ovens.
and refrigerators for your
dorm!! All new merchandise in
factory.sealed cartons wrfull
warranty. Before vou buy
elsewhere, call for a price quote
I’ll try to beat any price! Call
9015550. MF 40. wkends 10 7
Ask for KEN.
SAVE THIS AD
Before you
purchase costly stereo equip
color TVS. etc check with us for
SUPER DISCOUNTS on 100
maior brands We manufacture
a complete line of quality
Loudspeaker systems and
recording tape wholesale to the
public SOUNDS UNIQUE 998
2693 To Frl 6. Sat 120

TRAVEL
SERVICES
CASSETTE
TYPING
Student
TRANSCRIPTION
rates: 75 cents page and up.
Term papers resumes thesessenior projects reports letters,
etc. All work guaranteed. IBM
Correcting Selectrics. Business
accounts solicited. NORTH
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SERVICE. MO CHARCOT AVE.,
102, ORCHARD
SUITE
BUSINESS PARK. SAN JOSE
2464526 KITTY CARTER.
INTELLIGENT TYPING-Edlting,
grammar, form. 9 a.m.., p.m.
Phone Margie Reeves, 9961265.
TYPING SERVICE 0-ilia-l’i;-worTi
Fast Reasonable rates South
San Jose. Ann Huston, 578 3$91
DEAR STUDENTS Your insurance
man on the campus can take
care of all your insurance
AUTO, HOME, REN
needs
TERS, FIRE. LIFE. and
HEALTH. Ityou are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my Office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
your home, or my office. Let’s
get together and give you better
coverage for less money.
CALL MORY STAR. 253 3277W
446 3649.

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL. S7 off wail for 3
color or 4 B and W ’photos
Regular price 57 50.
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 2927000. 20
Paseo de San Antonio, SJ
(between 1st and 2nd Streets)
CHARTER FLIGHTS ...Paris
Milan
LWOW... Shannon
Amsterdam .
Frankfort
Rome..
Brussels
Israel
Lisbon. Hong KOa
Mexico
Philippines .
Chicago
New
York
Hawaii
Travel ser
viceS available
Euril
Pass
Britraii
Pass.. In
ternational
Student Identity
card issuance Youth Hostel
cards. Overseas Job Placement
iStorlentS Ovly’l Tour in
formation (Budget) Students
6
Flights
Intraeuropean
Trains Camping lours in
Europe Student Flights to
Asia, Africa, Australia Middle
East from Europe Travelers
Insurance Travel Publicatio
ns. .Car Leasing and Pur
chasing., Student Tours to
Israel
/
from
USSR
Europe...Contact Bo, B Davis
at TRIP/ TRAVEL PLANNING
CO. (Formerly Campus Travel
Advisors)
$05 S 10th St at
William SI., San Jose, CA 95112
14001 292 1613 Mon Fri 9 am S
Pm

SPEND THOSE
EXTRA DOLLARS
On Personals in
The Spartan Daily
Classifieds
2 lines 1 day 75C
2 lines 2 days $1.00

JC 208
Between 9 am - 3 pm
non-commercial ads only
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Student rent could

rise

FLASHBACK

Federal loans may
help local housing
By Terry Robertson
Housing north of campus may be in
line for a federally sponsored loan
program which would induce landlords to
upgrade multi-unit housing complexes.
But first, the area has to qualify for
Community Development Block Grant
( CDBG funds by the San Jose City
Council.
Louie Barozzi, speaking on behalf of
the Campus Community Task Force and
the Campus Community Association,
appealed to the council Tuesday night to
designate the area bounded by Fourth,
Ninth, San Fernando, and Santa Clara
streets for the block grant funds.
"I feel this area) is in need of great
improvements in aesthetics and safety for
student living," Barozzi told the council in
a short statement.
His spech was the first step of a long
block grand fund allocation process which
will conclude in January. The council will
decide which areas to target as block grant
areas on Nov. 15.
The area has to qualify for CDBG
funds before it is eligible for the loan
program, whch is sponsored by the
Depatment of Housing and Urban
Development.
The program provides funds to owners
of two-to eight-unit apartment buildings
for physical improvements at a maximum
interest rate of three percent.
Since other San Jose neighborhoods
will be vying for block grant funds for
capital improvements, which normally
total only a fraction of the approximately
$6 million the city receives annually for the
entire block grant program, Barozzi thinks
the loan program will be easier to obtain.
"If individual apartment building
owners take advantage of the loan
program, the ensuing improvement in the
quality of student housing may tempt
landlords to raise rents,"Barozzi said.
But he hopes the campus housing
office can be convinced to work closely

with the owners to keep rental increases at
a minimum.
One way to convince the owners to
minimize rental increases, he said, would
be to offer them special services, such as
giving them preferential listing in the
housing office or to have the housing office
act as a mediator in landlord-renter
disputes.
"I don’t want to put the housing office
in a position where they feel they are
forced into anything," he said. "But I
talked to Evelyn Robinson ( director of of fcampus housing) and she thinks
something may be able to be worked out."
John Brezzo, housing division administration for San Jose thinks, however,
the effect on rental increases will be
negligible in any case.
"The effect will be minimal if
anything," he said. "Most landlords own
the property for the tax shelter and the
appreciation.
"They realize that where they’re going
to make out is in selling it to someone else
later along the line who wants to purchase
the property for the same reason. I think
that’s the way you have to look at it."
However, Barozzi said he doesn’t
expect the loan program to go into effect
for about a year.
The particular area was chosen as a
target area for a number of reasons, according to Barozzi.
’’It’s on the north side of campus and it
seemed like the easiest one to get them
(the city council) to accept in terms of size
and age," he said.
The mobility of the residents in the
area indicated to Barozzi that it has a high
student population that would benefit from
this kind of program.
"I walked a precinct there three years
ago and it was apparent that this was a
student ghetto," he said. -A lot of people
who were registered to vote the year
before no longer lived at the same addresses. It is definitely an area with a high
mobility rate."

On this date in:
1966: The Daily began a campaign to abolish lockout rules and curfews at women’s campus approved
housing. The campus approved housing had a curfew
of midnight on weeknights and Sundays and 1 a.m. on
Saturday. Anyone out after that was locked out for the
night.
1967: University officials discuss the possibility of
tearing down the Home Economics Building and
putting up an 18-story library in its place.
1968: Former SJS track star Tommie Smith won
the Olympic 200-meter dash, as Spartan John Carlos
finished in a dead heat for second place. On the victory
stand, Carlos and Smith gave the Black Power salute
while the national anthem was being played. This
action resulted in their immediate expulsion from the
Olympic team.
Also on this day, the United Black Students for
Action, led by assistant professor of sociology Harry
Edwards, presented a list of grievances to SJS
President Robert Clark, claiming blacks were being
discriminated against in athletics. They demanded an
end to the discrimination and the hiring of a black
football coach for the next season.
1970: "We are all human, and the sex-based differences are very small," feminist Gloria Steinem said
in a speech in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
1974: Assistant Art Professor Tony May announced
his plans to erect a 20-mile art "fence" in Mann
County, and issued a call for help from SJSU students.

ORDER DIRECT from this AD
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Baez turned
kitchen maid

area board and care homes used to
have sticky finger problems, but no
longer. Now, he said, they are
recognized by security personnel
and escorted from the store.
Larson explained, "We base
that (policy on board and care
residents) on how many we hve
arrested from the board and care
homes, and there are quite a few of
them."
Shoplifters use many different
methods to steal, Larson said, but
most just put the merchandise in a
purse or under a jacket and try to
walk out with it.
"The bolder ones just put a book
in their hands and walk out the door.
They put a receipt in between the
pages and flash it at the guards as
they walk out," Larson said.
Books, he explained, are the
most popular items, though jackets,
shirts, pencils, pens and anything
else not nailed down is likely to be
taken.
Shoplifters pilfer for different

reasons, Wineroth said.
"We’ve had people come in here
and steal something, and we ask
them why and they tell us they were
mad at the college because of
something that happened in the
registration line or somewhere else
clear across campus," Wineroth
said.
Larson said other people shoplift
for the thrill, out of boredom or
because they are real kleptomaniacs.
Wineroth and Larson agreed
that the customer eventually pays
for what shoplifters steal.
"Every person who purchases
anything, whether in the bookstore
or on the outside, pays for it,"
Larson said. "The student is the first
to feel the loss or higher prices in the
goods they buy."
All agreed on one other point.
Sooner or later, the habitual
shoplifter is going to get caught,
either at Spartan Bookstore or
someplace else.

G Or OEIRS’uNHFUStO BUSCH INC

It’s the Personal Protection . . .

SHRIEK
ALARM
Scares
Off Attackers’
Be Summons
For Blocks,

Help’

Believe it or not, this is Joon Baez
as she appeared at the free
Saturday program of the Bread and
Roses
Festival
of
music
last
weekend at the Greek Theater in
Berkeley.

Moderne
Drug Co.

Bookstore shoplifting down
(Continued from page!)
Wineroth said that includes all
losses incurred by the bookstore,
including employee theft, cash
register under-rings, and human
error as well as shoplifting.
Though it may sound high, the
$20,000 to $25,000 figure represents
less than one percent of the
bookstore’s total volume, Wineroth
Said. That compares rather
favorably to the two to three percent
loss, incurred by most retail
stores, he added.
There is no hard and fast rule
that says who a likely shoplifter is,
Larson said. Last spring, it was
reported that administration of
justice majors seemed to be doing
most of the shoplifting. Larson said
that is not true.
"Administration of justice
students had the higheset concentration of any major," he said,
"but anyone shoplifts. We’ve caught
students, teachers and others."
Wineroth said that residents of

AT LAST, The Perfect Defense for
Men Women at touch of a finger!

rip

Sound Can

Heard

Carry it hidden in your hand. At slightest
threat from would-be muggers, hold-up
men, rapists or vicious dogs .
. press
your SHRIEK ALARM. Instantly the air is
filled with a piercing shriek, louder than
anything you ever heard! Your attacker
turns and runs. You are safe! Walk with
Out fear even on darkened, lonely streets.
SHRIEK ALARMS is great for boaters,
campers and hikers in distress . . , for
signalling in noisy places
for calling
children home from play.

POCKET SIZE

100.’0 guaranteed.

asy
carry
ready fur amn,

Order SHRIEK ALARM today!
f

Anthony D.Campagna, Jr.
Professional Pharmacists
Open
until

Midnight

Availablekn.....1pcirtan
3.95
Bookitora
plus tax
San Jose State University

2nd and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose Phone 998-8800

UntilSoundGuard,your

long playing record had a short playing life.
Unprotected

With
Sound Guard

Magnficauon shows the record vinyl weanng away

Slane magnification shows no recant wear

ST IOU ’S

WHEN DO ENGLISH MAJORS
SAY BUDWEISER

Before Sound Guard’ preservative, every time you played your
favorite record, wear was inevitable.
Friction did it.
But now Sound Guard preservative, with its dry lubrication, reduces
the friction that wears out your records.
In fact, independent tests prove that Sound Guard preservative used
regularly maintains sound fidelity by virtually eliminating record wear.
And its built-in, permanent anti-static property resists dust accumulation.
Sound Guard preservative is available by itself or as part of our new
Sound Guard" Total Record Care System, which includes new Sound Guard’
record cleaner The cleaner developed through extensive research and
testing to effectively remove everything from dust particles to oily
fingerprints.
All Sound Guard
products are available in audio and record
outlets.

Sound
Guard.

Record
Preservation

K it

we
.

Sound Guard’ keeps your good sounds sounding good.
Sound Guard
preservative-Sound Guard cleaner-Sound Guard Total RecordCorporati
Care System
Vggi Sound
Guard is Ball Corporation’s registered trademark. Copyright C
on,197
IN 47302
Ball

Muncie.

